Q. Can I use Dog Rocks® with other similar products.
A. No, we do not suggest you do this. Other products may not be as effective or may be harmful to your dog. Dog Rocks® are not harmful and work very well when used as directed.

Q. My dog keeps taking the Dog Rocks® out of the water bowl, what can I do?
A. We have found some dogs are fussy about their water bowls - try changing the bowl or just be persistent and put the Dog Rocks® back in.

Q. My dog and cat share the same water bowl. Is this “Ok”?
A. Yes, Dog Rocks® can be used by cats. Unfortunately there are no benefits to the cats urine - it makes no difference to the smell!

Q. Will my dead lawn come back to life by using Dog Rocks®?
A. Dog Rocks® are used to help prevent those nasty burn patches, it cannot bring back dead lawn.

Q. If Dog Rocks® are good for the lawn, are they harming my dog’s health?
A. Dog Rocks® do not change the pH balance of dogs urine so they should not harm your dog. However, please make sure you follow the Directions for Use.

Q. My dog drinks from the swimming pool and pond, can we use Dog Rocks®?
A. You can, but the results will be diluted. Best results are achieved by stopping your dog from drinking from other water sources.

Disclaimer - Dog Rocks Pty Ltd (“we”) gives information about Dog Rocks®, its properties and Directions for Use in good faith as being true and correct to the best of our knowledge. To the fullest extent permissible by Australian law, we give no warranties or assurances, express or implied, about the quality or suitability of Dog Rocks® for any particular animal or use. As conditions of use are beyond our control, we accept no liability (including liability for negligence) for any damage or injury that may occur through the use of Dog Rocks® including but not limited to any claim for direct, indirect, incidental, punitive and consequential damages. We do not authorise any other person to make warranties on our behalf nor to assume any liability for us.
Dog Rocks® are an exciting and unique product used to help prevent those nasty burn patches appearing on your lawn after your dog has peed. Simply place the contents of a single pack of Dog Rocks® into 2 litres of water. You will find your lawns starting to look greener and fresher and no new burn patches should appear, however they will not bring a dead lawn back to life.

Dog Rocks® are an all Australian natural product which will start improving your lawn within 5 weeks. Dog Rocks® need to be replaced every 2 months to ensure your pets do the job of looking after your lush lawn.

PRODUCT DETAILS - Dog Rocks® are made from naturally occurring paramagnetic igneous rock which when placed in water will filter out impurities found in tap water.

Being a natural product Dog Rocks® may vary in size and properties. There are no known harmful effects on dogs through the use of Dog Rocks® where the Directions for Use are followed.

However, if your dog has a reaction to Dog Rocks®, please stop use immediately. Dog Rocks® are only intended for the use as stated.